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Abstract. We prove that any topological conjugacy between subshifts is decomposed
into the product of'bipartite codes', and obtain a natural generalization of Williams'
theorem to sofic systems: two sofic systems are topologically conjugate iff the
'representation matrices' of the right [left] Krieger covers for them are 'strong shift
equivalent' within right [left] Krieger covers; a similar result with respect to Fischer
covers holds for transitive sofic systems.

1. Introduction
We call a 1-block factor map of a topological Markov chain onto a sofic system a
cover for the sofic system or a sofic cover (cf. [2]). It is well known that each sofic
system can be defined as the image of a sofic cover. Canonical right and left resolving
covers have been introduced by R. Fischer [3] for each transitive (i.e. one-sided
topologically transitive) sofic system, and recently other canonical right and left
resolving covers have been introduced by W. Krieger [9] for any sofic system. We
call the former right and left Fischer covers and the latter right and left Krieger
covers. In [9], Krieger has proved that for any topological conjugacy </>:A-»fl
between sofic systems, if 6:1^A and v.T^Q, are the right [left] Krieger covers,
then there exists a topological conjugacy 77:2, -» F such that TTTJ = <j>0. He has also
proved a similar result with respect to Fischer covers for transitive sofic systems.
Fischer covers have been also studied in [2], [8], and [11]. In [2], a direct proof
for Krieger's result with respect to Fischer covers has been given. In this paper, we
are concerned with the above canonical covers and elucidate further topological
conjugacy for sofic systems.

First we introduce 'bipartite codes' and prove that any topological conjugacy
between subshifts is decomposed into the product of bipartite codes. Using this
result and using 'bipartite lambda graphs', we can prove results which include the
above Krieger's results, and at the same time give a natural generalization of
Williams' theorem [13] to sofic systems: we introduce 'representation matrices' and
'strong shift equivalence' for them and prqye that two sofic systems are topologically
conjugate iff the representation matrices of the right [left] Krieger covers for them
are strong shift equivalent within right [left] Krieger covers; a similar result is also
proved for transitive sofic systems with respect to Fischer covers. In § 5, we give a
practical method based on automata theory to construct the Krieger covers for a
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266 M. Nasu

given sofic system. In the final section, a remark is added on topological conjugacy
for sofic covers defined in [2].

2. Bipartite codes
Let A be an alphabet (i.e. a finite set of symbols). The shift map o~.Az-*Az is
defined by

Give A the discrete topology and Az = fl-oo ^ t n e product topology. Let 2 be a
closed ^--invariant subset of Az and let £:£->£ be the restriction of a. Then the
dynamical system (2, £) is called a subshift over A. For simplicity, 2 will be used
to denote either the subshift (1, £) or its underlying space 2. We say that a word
wsAA*' appears on a point a = (a,) i e Ze2 if w = a,ai+1 • • • ctj for some i,j, i^j,
where A* is the free monoid generated by A. L(2) will denote the set of all words
that appear on some point of 2 and A(1) will denote the alphabet over which £ is
defined. We assume that A(1) equals the set of all symbols that appear on some
point of 1. It is well known that L{1) uniquely determines 2.

Let 2 be a subshift and n be a positive integer. Then

gives a subshift 2tn], which is called the higher block system of order n of 2 [1].
Remark 2.1. For any subshift 2 a n d n > 1, (2[n])[2] is equal to S[n+1] up to recoding
of symbols (i.e. 2[n+1] is obtained from (2[fl])t2] by recoding the symbols in

Let 2 and ft be subshifts and m and n non-negative integers. A factor map (i.e. an
onto homomorphism) ir:I.-*il is of (m,n) type if there exists a mapping
k: A(2)m+n+I n L(2) -» A(fi) such that

f((«.-),£z) = 03,),ez, (aiJiszeS,
where

ft = fc(a,_ma,_m+i • • • a,+n)

for all i e Z. The well-known theorem of Curtis, Hedlund and Lyndon [7] asserts
that any factor map is of (m, n) type for some m, n >0.

Let A, C and D be alphabets. A one-to-one mapping f.A^CD is called a
bipartite expression of A.

Let 2 and H be subshifts. Let / : A(1) -* CD be a bipartite expression of A(Z.). A
mapping </>: 2 -» ft is called a bipartite code induced by f if there exists a bipartite
expression / : A(ft) -> DC such that either of the following (i) or (ii) is the case:

(i) If a = (a,) i e Z€2, <£(a) = (A),sZ and/(af) = cfdf with c,eC and d, e D for
i € Z, then /(ft) = d,c1+1 for all i e Z.

(ii) With the same assumption as in (i), /(ft) = 4_iC, for all i e Z.
Particularly, the mapping <£:£-» ft such that with the same assumption as in (i),
ft = d,Ci+i for all leZ, will be called the standard bipartite code induced by f. A
mapping <f>: 2 -» ft is called a bipartite code if <£ is a bipartite code induced by some
bipartite expression of A(1).
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Topological conjugacy for sofic systems 267

It is clear that a bipartite code is a topological conjugacy and if <j> is a bipartite
code, then so is <f>~\

Remark 2.2 For a subshift 2 with A(1) = A, the bipartite expression /:A-»A{1}
defined by f(a) = a\ ae A, induces the shift map 2 on 2.

Remark 2.3. Let 2 be a subshift and 2[2] the higher block system of order 2 of 2.
The natural conjugacy p from 2 to 2[2], i.e. the conjugacy p:2-»2[ 2 ) denned by

P((«.).ez) = ((«.a.+i)).ez, ((«.)i6ze2),
is a bipartite code induced by the bipartite expression/: A -» AA defined by/(a) = aa
(aeA).

THEOREM 2.4. Any topological conjugacy between subshifts is decomposed into the
product of bipartite codes.

To prove the theorem, first we prove:

LEMMA 2.5. Let </>: A-» O be a conjugacy of (0,0) type between subshifts and let it be
given by h: A(A)-* A(Q). Let $~l be of (p, q) type with p, qs0. Let f be the bipartite
expression of A(L) defined by

f(a) = h(a)a, aeA(A),

[f(a) = ah(a), aeA(A)].

Let ij/fbe the standard bipartite code induced byf. Let F = </»/(A). Let fl[2] be the higher
block system of order 2 of Q and let p be the natural conjugacy from il to flC2]. Then
there exists a conjugacy <i>:F-»fl[2] of (0,0) type such that O"1 is of (p, q — \) type
[(p — 1, q) type\ and the diagram

commutes.

Proof. Since <j> is given by h, we have

<M(a.),ez) = (M«,)),ez, («.-)««€ A.

Since </>"' is of (p, <?) type, there exists a mapping k: A(il)p+q+i n L(fl) -> A(A) such
that

for 0] • • • ap+(?+1eL(A) with a.eA(A). Since i/y is the standard bipartite code
induced by f T is given by

r = {(a,/t(a,+1)),6Z|(a,-)le2eA}.

We define a mapping H: A ( D ^ A((l[2]) by
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where aia2e L(A) with alt a2e A(A). Let <J>:r-»ft[2] be the factor map defined by

It is clear that <$>il/f = p<fi and 4> is a conjugacy.
Considering k, we can define a mapping K: A(ft[23)p+« n L(ft[2])-> A(F) by

where a, • • • ap+,+i e L(A) with a, e A(A). Since

for C! • • • cp+q e L(F) with c, e A(r) , $ ' is given by K and is of (p, q - 1 ) type.
Thus we have proved the first version of the lemma; the proof of the second

version is similar. •

Let TT: A-»ft be any conjugacy between subshifts. Let IT be of (m, n) type with
m, n > 0. Let A(l), / = 0 , . . . , m + n, be such that A<0> = A and A(l) is the higher block
system of order 2 of A 0 " 0 for i = 1 , . . . , m + n. Let £ ( 0 : A(i""°-» A(o be the natural
conjugacy for i = l,...,m + n. Then there exists a conjugacy </>: A(m+n) -» ft of (0,0)
type such that

IT = 4>f; n ' £ ( m " '•••{• ( A ) m, ( 2 . 1 )

where A is the shift map on A.
Put A = A<m+n). Let $ be given by h: /4(A) -»• A(ft). Let ^ " ' be of (p, q) type with

p, q > 0. Let ft(l), i = 0, . . . , p + q, be such that ft(0) = ft and ft(l) is the higher block
system of order 2 of ft0"" for /' = 1 , . . . ,p + q. Let p ( l ) : f t ( ' " 1 )^f t ( i ) be the natural
conjugacy for i = 1,...,/» + q. Then using the first version of lemma 2.5 q times and
then using the second version of it p times, we obtain the subshifts A<;, i = 0,..., p + q,
with Ao = A, and bipartite codes i/f,: A,-_i •* A,, i = 1 , . . . , p + q, conjugacies <£,: A, -* ft{l)

of (0,0) type, i = l,...,p + q, such that the diagram

A '—*• A , —» A2 • • • A , — t J±-> A , + 1 • • • A p + < ^ , —£ 1 1-» A p + ,

I I I I I
(2.2)

commutes and <)>JX is of (p, q - i) type for i = 1 , . . . , g and of (/> + ^ - i, 0) type for
i = q + l,...,p + q.

By (2.1) and (2.2) we have

Since both of <f>p+q and </>"+, are of (0, 0) type, <f>p+q is given by a one-to-one mapping
of A(Ap+q) onto A(ft ( p + 9 )). Therefore <f>p+q<J/p+q is a bipartite code. Thus, by remarks
2.2 and 2.3 and the fact that the inverse of a bipartite code is also a bipartite code,
theorem 2.4 is proved. •

3. Strong shift equivalence of canonical sofic covers
A (directed) graph G consists of a finite set U of vertices, called the vertex-set of
G, a finite set R of (directed) arcs, called the arc-set of G, and two mappings
io.R^U and ta:R^U. (If G is understood, we will often use i and / instead of
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io and tG.) For each arc re R, i(r) and t(r) are called the initial vertex of r and
the terminal vertex of r, respectively. We also say that r goes from u to v for w, v e U,
if M = i(r) and v = t(r). It is convenient to regard each arc as a symbol and the
arc-set R as an alphabet. Hence, A(G) will denote R and L(G) will denote the set
of all words r, • • • rk, k > 1, rt e R such that t(r,-_,) = i(r,) for i = 1 , . . . , k. If x e /?* n
L(G) for fc>l, then x is called a paf/i of length k in G. We extend «"G and tG to
mappings of L(G) into U as follows: if x= r, • • • rke L(G) with r, e/?, then
' G M

 =
 'G(''I)

 a nd <G(*)
 = (G(rfc)- For each x e L(G), we call i(x) the initial vertex

of x and t(x) the terminal vertex of x, and say that x goes from u to v for u, v e U
if i(x) = M and t(x) = a

A graph G is said to be non-degenerate if both of iG and ta are onto, and irreducible
if for any vertices M and v, there exists xe L(G) such that x goes from u to v.

A subshift 2 is called a topological Markov chain if there exists a non-degenerate
graph G such that L(2) = L(G), and a so/zc system if it is the image of a factor map
from some topological Markov chain [12]. It is well known that a subshift is a sofic
system iff it is the image of a factor map of (0,0) type from some topological Markov
chain. A factor map of (0,0) type from a topological Markov chain to a sofic system,
is called a cover for the sofic system or a sofic cover (cf. [2]).

Each sofic cover <£:£-» ft is naturally represented by a non-degenerate graph G
with L(G) = L(1) such that each arc r of G is labelled h(r) where h is the mapping
of A(S) onto A(ft) that gives <j>. Such a labelled graph will generally be called a
lambda graph. A similar notion is well known in automata theory as the transition
diagram of a (non-deterministic) finite automaton (see e.g. [6]). Formally, a lambda
graph (A-graph) $ over an alphabet A is given by <& = (G, A) where G is a graph
and A is a mapping of A(G) onto A. We naturally extend A to a mapping of L(G)
into AA*, that is, for each x = r, • • • rk e L(G) with rt e A(G), we define A(x) to be
A(r,) • • • A(rfc), which will be called the word generated by the path x. Moreover,
let AC&) denote A and define

L(«) = {A(x)|xeL(G)},

which will be called the language generated by &. For each vertex u of $ (i.e. of
G), we define

Lu(«) = {A(x)|xeL(G),i(x) = «}.

We say that 'S is non-degenerate or irreducible according to whether G is non-
degenerate or irreducible, respectively. 'S is said to be right [left] resolving if for
any distinct two arcs r and s of 'S with i(r) = i(s) [t(r) = t(s)], A(r) and A(s) are
different. For a right resolving A-graph % two vertices u and u of ^ are said to be
equivalent if Lu("$) = LVCS). We say that a right resolving A-graph ^ is reduced if
it has no distinct equivalent vertices.

Two A-graphs cSi = (Gl, At) and ^2
 = (G2, A2) are said to be isomorphic if there

exists a pair of bijections g: t/]-» U2 and /i: A(G,)-» A(G2) such that gic, = »'GA
gto, = ' G ^ and A, = A2/i, where l/j is the vertex-set of Gf for i = 1,2. The pair (g, ft)
is called an isomorphism of ^i onto ^2- In what follows, isomorphic A-graphs will
be identified.
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For a A-graph ®= (G, A), a A-graph W = {G', A') is called a sub-k-graph of « if
A(G')cA(G), the vertex-set of G' is io(A(G'))u ta(A(G')), iG= iG|A(G'), tG =
tG\A{G') and A' = A|A(G').

Let A be an alphabet. We call a sequence

• • • r-iro
with y_,- £ A, i a 0, a left infinite sequence over A For a = (a;),e2 G A Z , let a_ denote
the left infinite sequence • • • a-xaQ. For a left infinite sequence y = • • • y^yo over
A and x e AA*, yx denotes the left infinite sequence S = • • • 8_,5O such that if x is
of length i then 5,_1-S2_I- • • • 50 = x and S_,_, = y_, for all j > 0.

Let A be a subshift. Let

A_ = {a_|ae A}.

We define an equivalence relation EA on A_ as follows: for y, S e A_, yEA5 if

It is clear that if yEAS, then yxEASx for all x 6 AA* such that yx e A_. The
equivalence class containing y € A_ will be denoted by EA[y]. If A is a sofic system,
then

{£A[y]|yeA_}

is finite [9]. For a sofic system A, we define a A-graph "XA as follows: the vertex-set
of 5tTA is {£A[y]|y£ A_} and for each vertex EA[y], ye A_, and ae A, a unique arc
labelled a goes from EA[y] to £A[ya] if yaeA_. The A-graph XA will be called
the Krieger \-graph for A. Clearly 5ifA generates L(A) and it is non-degenerate, right
resolving and reduced. The sofic cover represented by XA is called the right Krieger
cover for A, which is the same as the 'future cover' for A introduced by Krieger [9].

The left Krieger cover for A, which is the same as the 'past cover' for A in [9], is
defined to be the cover represented by the A-graph (3£A-)' obtained from dCA> by
reversing the direction of the arcs, where A' denotes the sofic system obtained from
A by reversing the direction of time.

A A-graph ^ is called a Krieger k-graph if $ is equal to 3CA for the sofic system
A such that L(A) = L(«).

An irreducible A-graph SF is called a Fischer A-graph, if & is right-resolving and
reduced. If a subshift A has the property that for any x, y e L(A) there exists z e L(A)
with xzye L(A), then A is said to be transitive. As is well known, a subshift A is
transitive iff it is one-sided topologically transitive, i.e. there exists a point a eh.
such that {A"a|nsO} is dense, where A is the shift map on A. For any transitive
sofic system A, there exists a unique Fischer A-graph 3F such that L(&) = L(A) and
this equals the right resolving A-graph with the smallest number of vertices that
generates L(A) [3]. This Fischer A-graph will be called the Fischer k-graph for A
and is denoted by 9*A. ^A is the unique 'ergodic component' of 3fcA [9]. (An ergodic
component of a A-graph <$ means a maximal irreducible sub-A-graph % of <3 such
that no path in $ goes from a vertex in ^ to the outside of &) The sofic cover
represented by 3FA is called the right Fischer cover for A. The left Fischer cover for
A is defined to be the cover represented by {3'A

1)'.
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The following two theorems have been proved by Krieger [9] (the second theorem
has been recovered with a direct proof in [2]).

THEOREM 3.1 [Krieger]. Let<j>:A -» fl be a topological conjugacy between sofic systems.
Let 0:1 -> A and n: F -» fl be the right [ left] Krieger covers for A and fl, respectively.
Then there exists a topological conjugacy 77:2 -»F such that the diagram

(3.1)

commutes.

THEOREM 3.2 [Krieger]. Let <j>: A-»fl be a topological conjugacy between transitive
sofic systems. Let 0:2-» A and 7r:F-»fl be the right [left] Fischer covers for A and
fl, respectively. Then there exists a topological conjugacy rj: £ -» F such that the diagram
(3.1) commutes.

Krieger has also proved the uniqueness of the TJ in theorems 3.1 and 3.2, in [10]
and [9].

The following two theorems include the above Krieger's theorems in conjunction
with theorem 2.4.

THEOREM 3.3. Let <f>:A-*(l be a topological conjugacy between sofic systems. Let
4> = i//l • • • ijjn be a decomposition of<f> into the product of bipartite codes «/>,: A,_i -> A,-,
i = 1, . . . ,«, with Ao = A and An = fl. Let 6,: S, -» A, be the right [left] Krieger cover
for Atfor i = 0 , . . . , n. Then there exist bipartite codes TJ,:£,_, -*S;, i = 1 , . . . , n, such
that the diagram

•I i 4 I*- I' (3.2)

commutes.

THEOREM 3.4. Let </>: A -» fl be a topological conjugacy between transitive sofic systems.
Let <f> = tjjl---\pn be a decomposition of <j> into the product of bipartite codes
fa: A,_! -» Aj, i = 1 , . . . , n, with Ao = A and An = fl. Let 0,-: S, -» A, be the right [left]
Fischer cover for A, for i = 0,..., n. Then there exist bipartite codes TJ , :2J_I ->S, ,

i = 1 , . . . , n, such that the diagram (3.2) commutes.

To state a generalization of Williams' theorem [13] to sofic systems, we need to
introduce the notion of representation matrices.

For an alphabet A, a representation matrix over A is defined to be a rectangular
matrix having formal sums of the form

I k(a)a
aeA
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as its entries, where k(a) is a non-negative integral coefficient of a. For alphabets
C and D, a representation matrix over CD is similarly defined. For example,

a b + c 0
0 2b a
a b

is a representation matrix over {a, b, c}, and

( aa ab + ba\
2ba 0 /

is a representation matrix over CD with C = {a, fc} and D = {a, fe}.
Each A-graph over an alphabet A is described by a square representation matrix

over A. In fact, for a A-graph CS= (G, A) over A with vertex-set I/, a representation
matrix M(^) over A indexed by Ux U is defined by M($) = (mut)) where

™uV = lL A(r), u,veU,

where the summation is taken over all arcs reA(G) such that iG(r) = u and ta(r) = v.
M(<£) is called the representation matrix of <£. Clearly we have the unique A-graph
'S over A with M(^) = M for each square representation matrix M over A. For a
sofic cover 8, M(^) is called the representation matrix of 0, when <£ is the A-graph
representing 8.

If M is an m x n representation matrix over an alphabet C and N is an n x m
representation matrix over an alphabet D, then the (formal) product MN is an
mxm representation matrix over CD. For example,

a
0
b

b
a

0

(a 0 0\
VO a b)~

aa
0

ba

ba
aa
0

bb
ab

0

Two representation matrices M and N are said to be equal mod bijection of words
if there exists a bijection of the set of all words that appear in some non-zero entry
of M onto the set of all words that appear in some non-zero entry of N and if M
and N are the same if we identify every pair of words connected by that bijection
(note that a symbol is a word of length 1). We write M — N to mean that M and
N are equal mod bijection of words. For example,

aa ab + ba\
\2ba 0 / '

because the mapping h:{a, b, c}-*{aa, ab, ba} defined by h(a) = aa, h(b) = ba and
h(c) = ab is a bijection. Also we have

( aa ab + ba\ ( ac ad + dd\ ( b d + e\
I — I I — I I .

2ba 0 / \2ad 0 / \2e 0 /
Two square representation matrices M and N are said to be strong shift equivalent
(in I steps) if there exist alphabets Ct and D,-, i = 1 , . . . , / , and rectangular representa-
tion matrices Pt over C, and Qt over D,, i" = 1 , . . . , I, such that

( a b + c\ I
2b 0 ) ~ \
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In particular, if M, N, and QiPi, i = l , . . . , / — 1, are equal to the representation
matrices of right [left] Krieger covers mod bijection of words in the above, we say
that M and N are strong shift equivalent within right [left] Krieger covers. Strong
shift equivalence within right [left] Fischer covers is similarly defined.

The following theorems are natural generalizations of Williams' theorem [13]
characterizing topological conjugacy for topological Markov chains. We note that
for a topological Markov chain, its defining non-negative integral matrix (see [13])
represents both the right and left Krieger cover for it.

THEOREM 3.5. Two sofic systems are topologically conjugate iff the representation
matrices of the right [left] Krieger covers for them are strong shift equivalent within
right [left] Krieger covers.

THEOREM 3.6. Two transitive sofic systems are topologically conjugate iff the representa-
tion matrices of the right [left] Fischer covers for them are strong shift equivalent
within right [left] Fischer covers.

As will be seen in the proofs of the above theorems, the ' i f parts of the statements
of them can be strengthened greatly (see also § 6).

Proofs of theorems 3.3-3.6 will be given in the next section.

4. Bipartite k-graphs
A A-graph CS= (G, A) is said to be bipartite if G is bipartite, that is, the vertex-set
of G can be partitioned into two sets Ux and U2 such that there exists no arc whose
initial and terminal vertices belong to the same set. The sets Ux and U2 are called
the bipartite vertex-sets of the bipartite graph G or the bipartite A-graph % (The
bipartite vertex-sets are not always unique for a bipartite graph, but when we mention
a bipartite graph or a bipartite A-graph, we assume that the bipartite vertex-sets are
specified.)

Let $* = (G, A) be a bipartite A-graph with bipartite vertex-sets t/, and U2. For
i = l ,2 , let Wj be the set of all paths w of length 2 with iG(w), ta(w)e [/,. Let
A, = \(Wi) for i = l ,2 . We define two A-graphs «1 = (G1,A,) over A, and <£,=
(G2,A2) over A2 as follows: for i = l ,2 , Gt has vertex-set t/f and arc-set WJ; for
each we Wt, i'o,(w) = io(>v), ta.(w) = ta{w) and Aj(w) = A(w). We call % and %
the induced pair of k-graphs of 85. Let

R = {reA(G)\ia{r)eU1,ta{r)eU2},

S = {reA(G)\io(r)eU2,to(r)eU1},
and let

C = k(R) and D = A(S).

Remark 4.1. We can write

where P is a representation matrix over C indexed by Ut x U2 and Q is that over
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D indexed by U2 x Ut. Clearly

and hence M(%) = PQ and M(S2) = QP.
Remark 4.2. Let 98 be non-degenerate. Let 0,: 2, -» ft, be the sofic cover represented
by % (li is the topological Markov chain such that L(2,) = L(Gj) and ftf is the
sofic system such that L(ft,) = L(%)) for i = 1,2. Let/:^(Gj)-» i?S and g: Ax -» CD
be the embeddings. Let 77:2,-»£2 and <£:ft,-»ft2 be the standard bipartite codes
induced by / and g, respectively. Then the diagram

ft, >ft2

commutes.

Remark 4.3. Both of ^ and ^2 are non-degenerate [irreducible] iff 98 is non-
degenerate [irreducible].

Remark 4.4. If 98 is right-resolving, then so are ^ and ^2. If 98 is right-resolving
and reduced, then so are ^, and ^2-

A subshift A is said to be bipartite if A(A) is partitioned into two sets C and D
such that for each (a,),eZ€ A and feZ, a, and aj+1 do not belong to the same set.
The partition C u D = A( A) is called the bipartite partition for the bipartite subshift
A. (We also assume that the bipartite partition is specified when we mention a
bipartite subshift.) For a bipartite subshift A with bipartite partition Cu D = A(A),
the two subshifts given by

Ai = {(a2i-itt2i))iezI(a.-)iez 6 A, a0e D}
and

A2 = {(a2>-i«2.).ez|(«.)iezeA, aoe C}

are called the induced pair of subshifts of A.
A bipartite topological Markov chain and its induced pair of subshifts were used

in [4, p. 99] to prove Williams' theorem.

THEOREM 4.5. Let A. be a bipartite sofic system. Let Ax and A2 be the induced pair
of subshifts of A. Then J£A is a bipartite \-graph, and 3VAi and XAz are the bipartite
pair of k-graphs ofjKK.

Proof. Let CuD = A(A) be the bipartite partition for A. Let A :̂ =
{• • • <*_!<*<)e A_|aoe C} and let A? be defined similarly. Then 3{K is a bipartite
A-graph whose bipartite vertex-sets are {EA{S)\SeA-} and {Ex(S)\SeA-}. For
each 8 = • • • a_,aoin A?, let p(S) denote the element • • • (a_3a_2)(a_,ao) in (A,)_.
It is clear that for S, S'e A?, SEAS' iff p(S)EAip(S'). Hence the correspondence
b e t w e e n EA[S] a n d E A i [ p ( 8 ) ] i s 1 - 1 . L e t 8 , S ' e A ? a n d l e t c d e L ( A ) w i t h c e C
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and d e D. There exists a path of length 2 generating cd and going from EA[S] to
EA[S'] in 3VA iff there exists an arc labelled cd going from EAl[p(S)] to £A,[p(^')]
in 3iTAi, because ScdEAS' iff p(S)(cd)£Ai/>(5'). Therefore XAl is one of the bipartite
pair of A-graphs of "XA.

Similarly, 3CAz is the other one of the bipartite pair of A-graphs of 3CA. •

COROLLARY 4.6. Let <j>: A-»ft be a bipartite code between sofic systems. Let #:£-» A
and IT: Y-* ft be (he rig/if Krieger covers for A and ft, respectively. Then the following
statements are valid.

(1) 77iere exists a bipartite Krieger k-graph 58 such tfiar 3£"A and 3ifn are the bipartite
pair of k-graphs of@t, up to recoding of symbols.

(2) There exists a bipartite code T J : S - » F such that the diagram

A »ft

commutes.
(3) M{JCA) and M(3{n) are strong shift equivalent in 1 step.

Proof. Let / : A(A) -» CD be a bipartite expression inducing <f>. We may assume that
C n D = 0 . Let / , : A(A) -> C and f2: A(A) -> D be such that

f(a)=fi(a)Ma), aeA(A).

For each a = («;)„=*e A, let q(a) be the element of ( C u D ) z denned by q(a) =
(^i)iez, ^2i- i=/i( a i ) and S2l=/2(aj), i e Z . Let A be the subshift given by

A = { q ( a ) | a e A}u{crg(a) |a e A}

where cr is the shift map on ( C u D ) z . Then A is a bipartite sofic system, and A
and ft are the induced pair of subshifts of A, up to recoding of symbols. Hence, by
theorem 4.5, 3CA and 3Cn are the induced pair of A-graphs of 54TA, up to recoding of
symbols. Thus (1) is proved, (2) follows from (1) and remark 4.2, and (3) follows
from (1) and remark 4.1. •

THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a bipartite transitive sofic system. Let A, and A2 be the
induced pair of subshifts of A. Then 9A is a bipartite k-graph, and !¥Al and !FA2 are
the bipartite pair of k-graphs of 9>A.

Proof. Let C u D = A(A) be the bipartite partition for A. Since A is a bipartite
subshift, it is observed that 2FA is a bipartite A-graph with bipartite vertex-sets U
and V, where U is the set of terminal vertices of the arcs labelled a symbol in D
and V is the set of terminal vertices of the arcs labelled a symbol in C. Let ^ and
$2 be the induced pair of A-graphs of &>A having vertex-sets U and V, respectively.
Then, since L(^A) = L(A), it follows that L(«,) = L(A,) and L(%) = L(A2). Since
9A is a Fischer A-graph (i.e. irreducible, right-resolving and reduced), so is each
of % and % (remarks 4.3 and 4.4). Thus % = &Al and <S2= &Al. U
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By a proof similar to that of corollary 4.6, we also have:

COROLLARY 4.8. Let <j>: A -* ft be a bipartite code between transitive sofic systems. Let
0:2-» A and 7r:r-»ft be the right Fischer covers for A and ft, respectively. Then the
following statements are valid.

(1) There exists a bipartite Fischer k-graph 38 such that 9X and !fn are the bipartite
pair of k-graphs of 3ft, up to recoding of symbols.

(2) There exists a bipartite code 17: £ -* F such that the diagram

commutes.
(3) M ( ^ A ) and M(&n) are strong shift equivalent in 1 step.

Proofs of theorems 3.3-3.6. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 follow from corollaries 4.6 and 4.8.
The 'only i f parts of theorems 3.5 and 3.6 follow from theorem 2.4 and corollaries

4.6 and 4.8.
Let 0:2-» A and 7r:r-»ft be any two sofic covers. If the representation matrices

of 0 and IT are strong shift equivalent in 1 step, then there exists a bipartite A-graph
whose induced pair of A-graphs are the A-graph representing 6 and that representing
ir, up to recoding of symbols (see remark 4.1), so that there exist bipartite codes
77,:2->T and ^ r A - ^ f t such that Trril = <t>xO, by remark 4.2. Therefore if the rep-
resentation matrices of 6 and v are strong shift equivalent, then there exist topologi-
cal conjugacies •q-.i-^T and $:A-»ft such that 7717 = <\>Q. Hence, we have proved
more than the ' i f parts of theorems 3.5 and 3.6 (see § 6). •

Remark. There is a simple procedure which, given M(XA) [M(&A)], where A is
any sofic system [transitive sofic system], and any bipartite expression / of A(A),
calculates directly from them the representation matrix of the bipartite Krieger
[Fischer] A-graph whose induced pair of A-graphs are 3VA [^A] (up to recoding
of symbols) and 3 ^ ( A ) [^ , ( A ) ] , and hence Af (3if0(A)) [ M ( ^ ( A ) ) ] , where $ is the
standard bipartite code induced by /

5. Automata and canonical sofic covers
In this section, we give a method based on finite automata theory to construct
Krieger covers for a given sofic system. A similar method to construct Fischer covers
for a given transitive sofic system, was presented in [11].

A right resolving A-graph is called an automaton if one of its vertices is specified
as the starting vertex. For an automaton si with starting vertex u0, L^isi) is called
the language accepted by sd. si is said to be minimal if si is reduced and for each
vertex u^ u0, there exists a path going from u0 to u in si. It is well known in finite
automata theory and will also become clear in the following exposition that si is
minimal iff it is an automaton with the least number of vertices that accepts
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Two automata sit and $42 are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism
(g, h) of six onto M2 (of A-graphs) such that g maps the starting vertex of s£y to
that of sd2. (g is called an isomorphism of automata.) In what follows, isomorphic
automata will be identified.

Finite automata theory also shows that for any sofic system A, there exists a
unique minimal automaton that accepts L(A). We give a direct proof for its existence
and uniqueness for completeness and also give a standard method in finite automata
theory to construct it from any given A-graph $ with L(^) = L(A) (i.e. from any
given cover for A).

(1) First we give a minimal automaton siA accepting L(A), for any sofic system
A. Put A = A{A) and put L = L(A). Let L=Lu{e}, where e is the unit element of
the monoid A*. Let

Lx = {yeL\xyeL}

for each xe L. As will be proved below, {Lx|xe L} is finite. The vertex-set of MA

is {Lx\xe L} and the starting vertex of sdA is Le = L. For each vertex Lx, xe L and
a G A, a unique arc labelled a goes from Lx to Lxa if xa e L. It is easy to see that
siA is minimal and accepts L(A).

(2) (Subset-construction). We show that {Lx\x e L} is finite and at the same time,
give a standard method (subset-construction) to construct an automaton accepting
L(A) from any A-graph <S such that L(^) = L(A) (i.e. a cover for A). Let U be the
vertex set of CS. For any V c \J and x e A*, define S(V,x) to be the set of all terminal
vertices of the paths going from some vertex in V and generating x. (We define
S( V, e) = V.) We can define an automaton si% as follows. The vertex-set of si% is
{S(U,x)\xeA*, S(U,x)*0}. The starting vertex of si% is U. For each vertex
S{ U, x) T* 0 , xe A*, and a e A(&) = A, a unique arc labelled a goes from S(U, x)
to S(S( U, x),a) = S( U, xa) if S( I/, xa) ^ 0 . Since x e L iff S( I/, x) * 0 , ^ | accepts
L=LCS). Clearly, we have

for each xe L. Since {S(U,x)\xeL} is finite, so is {Lx\xe L}.
(3) (Uniqueness). Let si be any automaton accepting L(A) such that for each

vertex u of M which is not the starting vertex, there exists a path going from the
starting vertex to v. Let w0 be the starting vertex of si. For each xe L, let s(u0, x)
denote the terminal vertex of the path going from M0 and generating x (we define
s(u0, e) = u0). Then Ls(uoX)(^) = Lx for all xeL. Therefore if si is minimal, the
mapping of the vertex-set of si into {Lx\xe L} that maps s(u0, x) to Lx, is one-to-one
and onto and hence an isomorphism (of automata) of si onto siA.

(4) (Minimization). To obtain siA from si, let {C,} be the equivalence classes of
the equivalence relation of vertices of si. Let si' be the automaton defined as follows:
the vertex set of si' is {C,} and the starting vertex of M' is the class Co that contains
u0; for equivalence classes Cf and Cj and a e A, a unique arc labelled a goes from
C, to Q if there exists an arc labelled a going from a vertex in C, to that in C, in
si. Clearly si' is equal to siA. This process is called the minimization of M. We note
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that a finite procedure to obtain the equivalence classes {CJ is well known in finite
automata theory.

Let si be an automaton over an alphabet A with starting vertex M0. For each
vertex u of si, let L1,0(s$) denote the set of words generated by the paths going from
u0 to u. A vertex v of si is called a K-vertex of si if Lv

Uo(si) contains infinitely many
terminal subwords of some left infinite sequence over A. (For a left infinite sequence
y= • • • y_iy0, y~i7-i+\ • • • yo is a terminal subword of y for each i>0.)

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A be a sofic system. Then XA is equal to the maximal sub-\-graph
of slA whose vertex-set consists of all the K-vertices of stA.

Proof. Let y = - • • y_,yoeA_. For each i>0, let s, be the terminal vertex of the
path in siA going from the starting vertex u0 of siA and generating y_,y_i+1 • • • y0.
Since the number of vertices of siA is finite, there exists a vertex s(y) such that

for infinitely many i&0. Since

LJf(jrfA)=)LJl+1(jrfA) for all isIM,

it follows that if s,•, = s(y) for some j > 0, then

all i > j , (5.1)

which implies that s, = s(y) for all i >y, because MA is reduced. Thus s(y) is unique
for y. Clearly s(y) is a X-vertex of siA. Moreover, by (5.1) we have

Lsiy)(siA) = {xeAA*\yx£A-}. (5.2)

If v is a X-vertex of siA, then there exists a left infinite sequence 5 such that Lv
Uo{slA)

contains infinitely many terminal subwords of S. Clearly Se A_ and v = s(S).
Thus a vertex i> of si(A) is a X-vertex iff v = s(y) for some yeA_. By (5.2)

and the reducedness of slA we see that the correspondence between £A[y] and
s(y)> where yeA_, is 1-1. It is easily seen that this correspondence gives an iso-
morphism between XA and the maximal sub-A-graph of siA whose vertex-set is

€A_}. •

If A is a transitive sofic system, 9A is obtained as the unique ergodic component
of j* A [ l l ] .

Example. Let A be a transitive sofic system over A = {a, b, c, d, e} such that

By subset construction, we have

a
d
e

la
0
0

o

b c
a 0
0 a

d + t

a

d
e

' b

b
a

0

c
c
0
a
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Let ft be a transitive sofic system over B = {a, b,... ,j} such that

1 /0 0 0 b 0\

By subset construction

(1,2,3,4,5)
(4,5)

(3

It is easy to see

Note that %n is

P =

,4,5)
1
2

3
4
5

that

M(3fn)

not the

la d
0 d
0 0

\o o

we

M(9a)

obtain

/0 b
/ 0 a

() 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

\ 0 0

\o o

=

la

0
0
0
0

\o

a

0
a

0
0

0
0
0

2
= 3

4

5

c

0 0
c d
e f

\h i

0 0 b
a 0 0
g a 0
j 0 a/

such that M(.s#n)

e + /i

c+e +
l0
0
c
e

ft

0
0
c

e
h

d +/+1

f+i
d +f+ i

0
0
d

f
i

is given

g+j

g+j

g+j
0
0
a

g

j

h d+f+i g+j 0
0 0
0 0
d a

f g

i j

b

0
0
a
0

maximal non-degenerate sub-A-graph

c
c
0
0

0
a
0
0

0
0
a
0

0
0
0
a

and

1"

Q =

i

0
0
0
0

c + d
0
0
a
c

d

0
0
0
I

0
0
a

0

°\
0
b
0
0

a/

of

0
b

0
0
a

0

is

0
0
0
0
b

0
0
a

°\
0

0
0
a

Let

Then we can see that M(XA) = P<? and M(5ifn) = QP.

This example shows that an analogue of Krieger's theorems does not hold for the
sofic covers which are represented by the maximal non-degenerate sub-A-graphs of
minimal automata.

6. Concluding remarks
In [2], topological conjugacy for sofic covers has been defined: two sofic covers
6:2~» A and IT: Y -* ft are topologicaily conjugate if there exist topological conjugacies
rj:2-»r and </>: A-»ft such that the diagram (3.1) commutes. As was proved in § 4,
if the representation matrices of two sofic covers are strong shift equivalent, then
the sofic covers are topologicaily conjugate. The question of whether the converse
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is valid or not, naturally arises. The answer is affirmative: one can prove that if two
sofic covers are topologically conjugate, then their representation matrices are strong
shift equivalent. Thus Williams' theorem holds for sofic covers.

Recently, for the above claimed result, Toshihiro Hamachi has given a proof
(based on the proof of theorem 2.4) which is simpler than my original one and can
prove more. Hence a thorough treatment of the above subject is contained in [5].

I am indebted to the referee for his constructive criticism and useful suggestions
which led to several great improvements in the organization and presentation of
the paper. I should like to thank Mike Boyle for his valuable comments.
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